Right to Repair European campaign
WHO ARE WE?

We are people, we are repairers, we are sustainability activists, we are community.
36 members in 15 European countries including NGOs, repair networks, labels, academics
WHAT DO WE WANT?

- Make the Right to Repair as mainstream and inclusive as possible
- Universal Right to Repair: access to spare parts and information for all, not just pros
- Urgent action from policy makers on longer lasting and more repairable products, both at EU and national level
- Integrate repair in wider agenda such as climate change, circular economy, environmental justice, socio-economic inequality, SDGS
WHAT DO WE WANT (POLICY)?

Good design
In order to make products which are easy to repair we need design practices which support disassembly, access to spare parts and repair manuals.

Short term goal: Ecodesign for all products starting with smartphones and laptops
WHAT DO WE WANT (POLICY)?

Fair access
Repair should be accessible, affordable & mainstream.

Short term goal: National registries of professional repairers which are fair and inclusive.
WHAT DO WE WANT (POLICY)?

**Informed consumers**
Information on product durability and repairability, as well as repair information should be made available to citizens as well as repairers.

**Short term goal:** An EU repairability label
WHAT HAVE WE DONE?

RIGHT TO REPAIR

WE WANT REPAIRABLE SMARTPHONES.
SIGN OUR PETITION: REPAIR.EU/SMARTPHONES

#LONGLIVEMYPHONE
21 April 2020
Why repair is essential in times of crisis

Repair is essential to our society, and repairers play a crucial role, now more than ever. Yet, in many countries they're not considered "essential".
WHAT HAVE WE DONE?

Right to Repair is about a lot more than what is decided in Brussels!

RIGHT TO REPAIR
SAVE THE PLANET!

IS ABOUT MORE THAN WHAT HAPPENS IN BRUSSELS
WHAT HAVE WE DONE?
LET'S KEEP IN TOUCH

Website (sign up to the newsletter)
https://repair.eu

Contact
info@repair.eu

Social media (Instagram, Facebook & Twitter)
R2REurope